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Features

The Klaserie Drift Safari Camps Group comprises of 2 camps which are 
ideally located to enjoy all the wildlife Africa has to offer, in a private and 
secluded setting; featuring the big five, incredibly diverse landscapes and 

comfortable accommodation with all modern amenities.

Reservations: 082 456 0673
talitha@klaseriedrift.co.za  •  www.klaseriedrift.co.za

The intimate Camp provides a welcome mixture of African 
rondavel suites that can accommodate 10 guests, and a modern, 

clean farm style main building and entertainment area. A 
flagstone pathway leads guests to the awe-inspiring lookout 
deck, built above the Klaserie River, incorporating a second 

entertainment area with breath-taking views.

A dry river bed separates the Camp from a frequently 
used watering hole, which lies adjacent to the extensive 

entertainment area and commonly attracts jackals, hyenas, 
warthogs and elephants. Across the green lawn and under 
the large trees, the charming, large house provides ample 

accommodation for eight guests.
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Klaserie 
Chronicle

Thank You
Eco Children would like to thank all our sponsors, donors and 

supporters for your continued support. Your contributions, 
however big or small, are invaluable in our mission to sow seeds 

of change.
 .

Readers’ Queries 
The Klaserie Chronicle is published quarterly and distributed to 
KPNR members, as well as Eco Children donors, partners and 
Chronicle advertisers. For any contributions or queries please 

email admin@ecochildren.co.za  
or contact Laura on 082 713 7550. 

We love to hear from you.

Tel : 021 712 5284/85  |  Email : reservations@sundestinations.co.za

“A river winding between thornveld thickets, unfolding from the feet of the 

Drakensberg Mountains; the Klaserie remains alluringly untamed as one of 

Kruger’s most exclusive alcoves.”  

I have recently been very privileged 
to become a mother and my 
precious little girl has just turned 
three months old.  Motherhood 
is more than I ever imagined. In 
three short months it has been 
more exciting, more terrifying, 
more rewarding, more draining, 
easy to figure out, yet totally 
confusing at times. In my opinion, 
the first couple of months could 
qualify for some sort of military 
training. Sleep deprivation, check. 
Unquenched thirst and relentless 
hunger, check. Not to mention the 
hormonal imbalance as an added 
bonus to keep you on your toes.

While reflecting on this 
rollercoaster ride into parenthood 
I can’t believe how this little human 
has turned our world upside 
down and added immeasurable 
love and sunshine to our souls. I 
feel privileged to experience such 
powerful love and overwhelmed 
at times that this little person 
is completely reliant on us for 
survival.  Parenthood is a humbling 
experience and one that has given 

me a newfound respect for my 
own mother.

Given my current state of mind, 
the article that resonated with me 
most in this edition of the Klaserie 
Chronicle, is the article on pups and 
cubs. It has once again made me 
realise how wonderful and resilient 
nature is. Cubs can walk at 10 days 
old and all animal mothers have to 
protect their young from predators 
lurking around every corner. How 
privileged we are to be able to 
experience Mother Nature in all 
her glory, viewing such precious 
interaction between mother and 
cubs playing together and seeing 
these little carnivores grow up and 
become self-reliant.  These truly 
are the memorable moments of 
the bushveld that have us all in 
awe of the magic that unfold in our 
beautiful reserve on a daily basis.

This issue of the Klaserie Chronicle 
also boasts with an array of 
interesting articles from local 
heroes, colourful community 
celebrations to a predator 
showdown of note and of course 

we are channelling the cute vibes with 
all the new little arrivals in the reserve. 
Including my own little wildflower.

A big thank you to all our wonderful 
contributors for sending us such fantastic 
content and to the editorial team for 
always going above and beyond to 
produce such a high-quality magazine.



grade 6 and 7 learners who actively form part of the 
project at the various Eco Villages. Indirect beneficiaries 
amount to 3,184 – this includes learners, teachers 
and community members. The newest Eco Village, at 
Mapalane Primary, accounts for 707 indirect and 173 
direct beneficiaries.

Havenga continued and thanked her team for their hard 
work during the build. “The Eco Children team went above 
and beyond to complete the Eco Village on time, they 
were exemplary in the way they conducted themselves, 
leading by example with hard work, enthusiasm and 
passion.”

Project manager, Robert le Brun, said he was immensely 
proud and honoured to have been part of the project. 
“The energy, passion and commitment of everyone on 
the project was inspiring and special to witness. Best of 
all was how this team of different individuals, from all 
over the world, merged and worked together to make the 
most incredible collective workforce. To think how much 
was achieved in such a small space of time is unreal.” 
He continued: “To sacrifice one’s time for the service of 
others is something that is hard to come by nowadays but 
these individuals do it without a question asked, it seems 
natural to them.”

Sabrina Chielens, project support and photographer, was 
equally inspired: “Working hard and giving our all brought 
us together. This is an amazing story that was written 

and carved deep into our souls. It has changed who we 
are, what we stand for and how we approach life in the 
future. I feel so lucky that I could put these memories into 
pictures. Memories are powerful tools that bring across 
feelings and add to a person’s story.”

Cecilia van der Merwe was in charge of food at the project 
and made sure everyone was fed while toiling away. She 
was impressed that food, like sport, has the ability to 
bring people together. She was especially impressed with 
Mapalane’s kitchen team who used their new kitchen for 
the first time during this project and had to familiarise 
themselves with gas stoves and hot water systems while 
feeding a score of people each day. She concluded: 
“Nothing makes one happier to see a child in the Tsonga 
and Sotho culture bend down to say ‘thank you’ for a 
meal. What a privilege!”
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Eco Children opened their seventh Eco Village in July 
of this year at Mapalane Primary School. As always, it 
was a joyous affair, with the entire school, community 

members and dignitaries attending the event.

The building of the Eco Village kicked off in June and thanks 
to a massive team effort between the Classic Wallabies 
Indigenous Exchange (CWIE) volunteers, volunteers from 
the Western Connection, community members, teachers, 
learners and the Eco Children team, was completed 
within six weeks. Everybody put in everything to complete 
the project on time and the handover on 13 July was a 
celebration of commitment, hard work and community.

Celebrations and 
ululations
Eco Village number 7
Article by Catharina Robbertze & photos by Sabrina Chielens

Corné Havenga, CEO of Eco Children was overjoyed with 
the success and thanked everyone for their hard work as 
well as all the sponsors and supporters of the project:  
The Make a Difference Leadership Foundation (MAD), 
CWIE, the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade (DEFAT), and Australian Volunteers International 
(AVI). “Our supporters have been a pillar of strength in  
the Eco Village project. Without the support of MAD, 
CWIE, DEFAT and AVI, we would most definitely not be 
able to keep expanding and building,” she said.

Havenga explained there are currently 769 direct 
beneficiaries in the Eco Village project, these are is only 
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Leilani Knight

My experience was nothing short of life changing. I 
was deeply moved by the people here and as I came 
to learn more about them and their history, I gained 
an empathy for them as I found our history (being 
Aboriginal Australians) was extremely like their own. 

Dimity Shillingworth

It’s been a great opportunity to learn and connect 
with the local community and I gained lots of 
knowledge from spending time here. I believe us 
young people are responsible for learning, passing 
and sharing our culture onto the next generation. 
Learning from the community here and seeing how 
strong and connected they are gives me hope. 

Alkira Edwards

I’ve met the most beautiful and strongest people 
and have been so inspired by each and every one, 
working with the community has been nothing but 
fun and I have loved every moment of it. 

Jemma Milloy

The trip has helped me to reflect on the experiences 
of my own community back home, the resilience of 
indigenous communities around the world and the 
similarities our cultures share. I have been blown 
away by the consistent hard work put in by the local 
community and their eagerness to welcome and 
teach the CWIE team. 

Cameron Balcombe

We are so much alike, more than I thought and 
the connections between us and the community 
members have been strengthened through our 
interactions with them. 

Clinton Wilson

Returning as team leader has 
been a great experience. Get-
ting to see all of my friends that 
I haven’t seen for three years 
and it’s like I never left is really 
touching. 

“

Thoughts 
from the 

volunteers
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The At Close Quarters (ACQ) team was recently 
asked to guide a group of 15 guests on a private 
photographic safari in the Klaserie Private Nature 

Reserve (KPNR). We were hosted at the stunning Baobab 
Ridge Private Lodge. This small and intimate private 
lodge with only seven private suites gives guests a feeling 
of serenity, far away from the masses. As the lodge 
was booked out exclusively, the feeling of intimacy was 
enhanced. Our guests could be comfortably split between 
the three vehicles at Baobab Ridge. Each vehicle had an 
ACQ photographic guide on board to assist guests with 
getting their dream wildlife images whilst coordinating 
the rangers in getting into prime positions for the 
photographers on board.

The beauty of game viewing in the Lowveld is that you can 
never predict the sightings you may have. However, by 
going on safari in a place like the KPNR you give yourself 

the best possible chance of seeing the Big Five as well as 
the potential to see endangered wild dog and cheetah. 
Another great advantage of visiting the Klaserie is the 
ability to drive off-road during a Big Five sighting. This 
allows you to get up close and personal with the wildlife 
and makes wildlife photography that much easier.

As an added experience for this safari, the group, with 
the assistance of the ACQ guides, ran a photography 
competition. The opportunity to win some prizes and 
bragging rights meant that the photography during this 
trip was taken extremely seriously. Luckily for everyone, 
during our 5-night stay, we were treated to some 
spectacular sightings and photographic opportunities. 

On our first morning out, we discovered a gruesome 
scene. A sub-adult elephant had died of natural causes 
during the night. Upon our arrival at the sighting, a clan of 

 At Close Quarters

hyenas were hastily dismantling their massive prize. They 
jostled and jockeyed for prime position at the carcass and 
provided everyone with ample opportunities to get some 
interesting interaction shots around the carcass. We were 
able to move freely around the carcass and shoot the 
scene from different angles. 

By 9am the vultures began to arrive and what we 
witnessed next was something seen once in a lifetime. 
Within 30 minutes there were over 100 vultures, including 

White-backed, Hooded, Lappet-faced, White-headed and 
Cape Vultures waiting for their chance at a meal. The 
birds made their move and the frenzy that ensued was 
breathtaking. The hyenas tried desperately to keep the 
birds at bay but they were overwhelmed. We watched as 
more than 100 raptors (with more arriving, like Boeings at 
an airport, every minute) completely engulf the carcass. 
The hissing and screeching birds would scatter as the 
hyenas charged in, causing dust and feathers to fill the air. 

Article by Michael Dippenaar & photos by Michael Dippenaar, Villiers Steyn and Lance van de Vyver
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The photographic opportunities at the carcass were 
innumerable, and collectively our group took well over 
10,000 images at the sighting. By the time we visited the 
carcass the following morning, all that remained was 
the elephant’s skull on a dirty patch of ground. Truly 
unbelievable.

During the days that followed, we were lucky to have 
some spectacular sightings of a leopardess and her 
sub-adult cub as we followed them through the mystical 
knob thorn groves that can be found in the Klaserie. 
There was certainly no shortage of elephants around 
either. We found countless breeding herds during 
our stay. We would simply park and let the elephants 
surround us as they peacefully went about their daily 
routine. The calves and youngsters were numerous and 
the cuteness factor was in overdrive.

At the end of our stay, we held an ‘awards ceremony’ 
for our guests. The quality and standard of the images 
that we judged for the competition was testament not 
only to the sightings we had been blessed with, but 
also the exceptional rangers, photographic guidance 
and the guests’ willingness and excitement to learn 
and practice what the ACQ team had taught them. The 
many ingredients which create an unforgettable wildlife 
photographic experience were in abundance during our 
stay, and the experience we created is something which 
both we, and our guests, will never forget.
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The Annual Leadership Summit is a significant 
leadership milestone of the year. The purpose of the 
Summit is to present an annual theme that develops 

competencies such as ethics, strategy, innovation and 
communication. The aim of our leadership programme 
and events such as the summit is to challenge our 
scholars to step out of their comfort zones, learn to lead 
with integrity, think critically, share their truth, recognise 
their individualised leadership style, and reflect on and 
discuss challenging issues. 

This year’s summit focused on the theme of strategy and 
innovation. Throughout the week, at Spier Wine Farm 
Conference Centre, we were privileged to have several 
speakers reflecting on their own personal journeys to 
leadership and how strategy and innovation influenced 
that journey. With keynote speakers such as our Founding 
Chairman, Francois Pienaar, David Duarte, David Brown, 

Lethabo Motsoaledi and Carrie Leaver, and through our 
facilitators, Russell Raath (President of Kotter Consulting) 
and Rudi Buys (Dean of Humanities at Cornerstone 
Institute) our scholars’ curiosity and leadership dialogue 
was sparked. Although each speaker and facilitator had 
their own unique stories, five messages were consistent 
throughout the week. 

1. Identify your risk tolerance 
Russell Raath discussed the concept of the freeze, 
flight or fight reaction. You have the opportunity to 
freeze from fear, take flight and run away from the 
situation or to fight and face things head-on. It is 
essential to identify what your immediate, natural 
reaction is. This gives you the ability to acknowledge 
this reaction actively and decide how you want to 
respond. 

2. Build your network 
As a future leader, it is essential to acknowledge the 
people that walk with you on your path to leadership. 
It has been said that you are the sum total of the five 
people you spend the most time with. It is important 
to befriend people who have achieved things that are 
beyond your scope of capabilities. These are the peo-
ple that will encourage you to do more, be more and 
achieve more. David Duarte mentioned that every 
person you meet, you meet for a reason. Each and 
every person you meet has the potential to impact 
your life. Focus on building a network of people that 
you want to be associated with, that motivate and 
inspire you and build a mutually beneficial relation-
ship with them. 

3. Hold onto your nuttiness 
It is a general assumption that leaders have no “nut-
tiness”. Rudi Buys discussed this assumption with the 
scholars and encouraged them all to hold onto their 
nuttiness. In your leadership journey, you will always 
be faced with the challenge of being original. Hold 
onto your nuttiness in order to keep your originality. 

4. Find your why 
On your path to becoming a leader, you are going to 
be faced with challenges but once you take on the 
role of a young leader you will be faced with many 
more. This is because when you make the decision to 
tackle a problem, you identify a thousand challenges 
that you weren’t aware of. These challenges can bring 
you down and make you feel incapable. That is why it 
is vital to identify your “why”. Your “why” is the reason 
you will never give up. 

5. Always listen to your user 
The saying “the customer is always right”, cannot be 
truer when it comes to leadership. It is essential to 
understand a problem from your user’s perspective 
as it is the only way you will be able to identify solu-
tions that will make a difference to the end-user. 
 
The summit was closed by founding chairman, 
Francois Pienaar. He explained that he follows the 
philosophy of the four D’s: Desire, Dedication, Deter-
mination and Discipline and said leaders have to ask 
themselves the following questions: 

• What is your burning desire, that keeps you awake, 
that excites you? 

• What are you committed and dedicated to?

• Why do you believe in this and why are you 
determined to do it?

• Do you have the discipline to do whatever it takes to 
achieve your desire?

Pienaar concluded: “You have to decide if you are a critical 
thinker or a group thinker. Critical thinkers speak up. 
They speak up for what is right, and what needs to be 

addressed. Give yourself time to be a critical thinker, to 
think about yourself, your family, your community, your 
country and the world. You are Madiba’s children, and we 
are here to make a difference.”

Make a Difference Leadership Foundation 
Annual Summit Wrap-up

Five lessons for young leaders 

Article by Amy Stevens & photos by Andrew Gorman Photography

Seven Make a Difference Leadership Foundation (MAD) bursary learners from the Hoedspruit area 
attended the MAD annual leadership summit earlier this year. MAD’s marketing manager, Amy 
Stevens wraps up events for us. 

A particularly proud moment for Eco Children was 
when one of our bursary alumni, Cassie Mnisi 
spoke at the summit. She was tasked to thank 
the MAD2Adventures team, founded by Shaun 
and Dayle Raaff. “MAD2Adventures has managed 
to influence so many individuals to be part of 
the change. Personally, it has inspired me with a 
different approach when it comes to leadership. 
Meeting the team of runners last year, it was 
incredible to converse with selfless and caring souls 
who run to raise funds for people they don’t even 
know. This is what integrity is all about.”

Francois Pienaar, MAD Leadership Foundation Chairman, speaking at the summit.

Cassie Mnisi, MAD bursary student from 
Hoedspruit.

MAD Leadership scholar, Nhlalala Tivane 
thanking Russell Raath, Leadership Summit 
Facilitator and President of Kotter Consulting.



It was about a month ago when the Klaserie Private 
Nature Reserve (KPNR) received a call and was told we 
were to be the release site for a rehabilitated female 

Temminck’s ground pangolin. Pangolins are the world’s 
most trafficked mammal and are primarily used for 
traditional medicine in eastern countries where much 
of our rhino horn and ivory end up as well. The young 
female pangolin was surely destined to be sold when 
a collaborative sting operation between various law 
enforcement agencies took place. During this operation, 
a vehicle chase ensued and the suspects threw the 
pangolin out of a moving vehicle travelling at 160km/h, 
hence the name of the pangolin, Tumble. 

With great excitement we awaited the arrival of Tumble 
from Johannesburg, where the African Pangolin Working 
Group was responsible for her rehabilitation. She was 
fitted with a small VHF transmitter on her back which 
allows us to keep track of her using a telemetry device. 

She was monitored for the first three weeks twice a day, 
she was usually in her burrow in the morning and out 
foraging in the afternoon. We have entered the next 
phase of monitoring which is once a day for three months. 

She mainly feeds on ants but on the odd occasion selects 
termites. During our monitoring we established that she 
favours feeding amongst medium sized grasses and at the 
bases of various Grewia shrub species. Her home range is 
approximately 1,5 km2 where she has access to water and 
food to sustain herself. Pangolins are completely bipedal, 
and even on two feet she makes sure that we get our daily 
exercise when it is time to locate her. 

The monitoring of Tumble was taken on with great 
enthusiasm and commitment by myself and my colleague, 
Sipho Mokoena. We are truly honoured to be part of such 
a special project and to be her new home where she can 
spend a peaceful life. 

A miraculous Tumble 78020_Build it_HOEDSPRUIT_210x145_print ad_FA.indd   1 2018/08/17   3:27 PM

Article by Riaan Kruger – KPNR Conservation Manager & photo by Sally Rinsma



It is important to note that fire is not a requirement. The 
splendour of most nights, especially full or new moon 
is exaggerated without a flame. Fire does not offer 
protection from animals, but rather assist in generating 
an atmosphere and act as a companion during watch 
duty. Wood collection is a team activity and participants 
should be briefed well. The fire is not used for cooking 
as it will require greater volumes to be removed from 
the field. Use portable gas cookers instead. Collect 
hard (dense) wood from the ground. Dense wood 
burns for long periods and result in a small amount of 
ash, which is easy to rehabilitate. Each person should 
collect approximately three pieces of wood. One to 
contribute towards communal time around the fire 
and the remaining two to burn during their watch duty. 
The pieces of wood collected should not exceed the 
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Arguably the greatest attribute of unsupported, multi-day walking safaris or ‘primitive trails’ is the negligible 
environmental impact the activity has when conducted correctly. Accordingly, trails guides facilitating these experiences 
should be familiar with a set of principles associated with the “Leave-No-Trace” camping ethic. It ensures that the 
fulfilment we derive from recreation in the natural environment will not be reduced by our own impact. The concept was 
emphasised by President Lyndon B. Johnson (USA) upon signing the momentous Wilderness Act of 1964 when he stated: 
“If future generations are to remember us with gratitude rather than contempt, we must leave them something more than 
the miracles of technology. We must leave them a glimpse of the world as it was in the beginning, not just after we got 
through with it.”

As a priority, the fire must be rehabilitated appropriately. 
Always make sure that you have allocated a sufficient 
amount of water for this duty. Pour water over the fire 
to extinguish all remaining coals and bind the ash to soil. 
Mix well to a wet, but firm consistency and scattered 
randomly at the base of nearby shrubs. Be very particular 
not to leave any coals behind, then cover the site with 
surrounding soil. Scatter any leftover pieces of wood 
close to where they were collected. It is not acceptable 
to discard of any food or biodegradables such as fruit 
peels while out on the trail. Trails guides should inspect 
the campsite with care for trash or spilled foods prior to 

departure. Toilet paper should be burnt out completely 
when participants go to the toilet. Always leave the 
campsite cleaner than you found it. 

Many of these actions may seem pedantic and 
unnecessary to most participants. However, it is the 
long term commitment of the trails guide to the “Leave-
No-Trace” camping ethic that will establish primitive 
trails as the ecotourism-based activity with the smallest 
environmental footprint. After all, the proverb runs true: 
“We did not inherit the Earth from our ancestors; we are 
merely borrowing it from our children.”

As the group will be sleeping under the stars, it is 
important that someone is awake at all times to secure 
space between participants and approaching animals. It 
is suggested that a schedule is set and trailists appointed 
to take turns in conducting watch duty. Shift handover 
should be conducted at the fire during which a brief 
update is given to the new watchman. The person on duty 
should regularly scan the surrounding area with a torch. 
Should the individual on watch duty pick up any activity 
of a potentially dangerous animal within concerning 
proximity, they wake the trails guide to manage the 
situation further. Although it may be viewed as a chore, 
watch duty provides a brilliant opportunity to practice 
solitude, quietude and reflection. The added responsibility 
of group safety provides a unifying purpose. 

The road to trails guiding
Part 3: Campsite selection and 
rehabilitation 

According to the abovementioned criteria, suitable 
campsites will be limited. Identify as many appropriate 
sites as possible and use them on a rotational basis 
to limit impact. Do not establish a routine – routine is 
unsafe practice in the bush as certain animals may exploit 
predictable behaviour.

It is of the utmost importance that trails guides are 
mindful towards animals and their anticipated natural 
activity. Subsequently, camping in close proximity to 
limited water resources and well-developed animal 
paths should be avoided to limit disturbance and night-
time interactions. Best select an open area, which will 
minimise group impact amongst the sparse vegetation 
and maximise visibility (detection). By creating this 
space, it provides an opportunity to act early and avoid 
confrontation between the trails group and approaching 
animals. Camping in areas that are vegetated more 
densely may lead to close quarter interactions at night 
as a result of a limited detection zone. The sleeping 
arrangement should not be spread out too much as a 
compact grouping is easier for the trails guide to manage. 
Establish a point-of-safety where the group will assemble 
if the trails guide gives the command. The fire acts as a 
suitable point most frequently. Further consideration 
should be given to some form of cover nearby behind 
which participants may relieve themselves, change their 
clothing or wash. Try to limit participant movement to 
this location to daylight hours. Once night falls, all trailists 
must act vigilantly and make use of a torch. 

length between elbow to fingertip and diameter of the 
forearm. Remember that large fires crackle and disguise 
sounds that may alert participants of approaching 
animals. Similarly, the bright glow from larger fires greatly 
influences a participant’s ability to detect movement 
in low light conditions beyond the fireplace. A humble 
flame is best and provides a valuable lesson on resource 
management

Walking Safaris |

Trails Guide Courses,
Mentorship & Assessments.

www.lowveldtrails.co.za  admin@lowveldtrails.co.za  #lowveldtrailsco 

Campsite selection

Fire 

Site rehabilitation

Watch duty

Article and photos by Brenden Pienaar
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New kitchen

People come to Africa with preconceived ideas and 
notions of what to expect, usually from watching 
high-end documentaries and nature films on 

television with the family. Whilst they’re being given a 
fantastic advertisement for African wildlife, those shows 
can’t possibly give the viewer any idea of what to expect 
when stepping off a plane and entering a game reserve 
for the first time. 

What people don’t often expect, and sometimes don’t 
want, is to come across the nasty and gritty side of wildlife 
– when nature proves itself indifferent to suffering and 
cruelty. Ask most visitors on arrival and most will say they 
want to see a kill, but the reality of those scenarios is a 
far cry from what they’ve seen on television. Teaching 
wildlife photography for African Impact, I was in the 
Klaserie Private Nature Reserve with a group of volunteer 
photographers when we came across the perfect 
example of nature at its rawest.

We were being guided by Africa On Foot and came across 
a mother giraffe who had given birth three days ago to 
a baby that, for one reason or another, was essentially 
crippled. It was theorised that the tall drop to the ground 
had damaged its spine. Mum stood guard for three solid 
days, fending off anything that approached but helpless 
to do anything to help her baby.

That evening, we checked back on the pair to find the 
situation was the same but with the addition of a few 
hyenas which had taken up residency in the area – playing 
the waiting game. We watched as a brave hyena tried to 

defenceless baby as a defeated mum kept walking off into 
the distance. The cries stopped after a few minutes and 
only the sounds of chomping teeth, tearing flesh and the 
frenzied cries and barks of the hyenas filled the air. 

We were all in the moment, and as wildlife and 
conservation photographers it’s imperative that you 
shut off emotions for such scenes. Luckily the viewfinder 
acts as a barrier between you and your subject, and 
the concentration of composition, shutter speeds, and 
focusing keep you from thinking of the pain of the baby 
or the heartbreak of mum. We left the sighting with a 
plethora of images, all silent in our contemplation of what 

we had just witnessed. The 18-hour build-up, our timing, 
the noises, smells and emotions – these are things that 
nothing can prepare you for, but this is what makes every 
sighting and experience so unique and personal. 

It’s been stated by many that the bush is a far cry from 
Disneyland, and you must go in expecting to see the worst 
of nature as much as the best of nature. Be prepared 
to see things a documentary wouldn’t show you: that 
animals survive on instinct, strength and perseverance; 
that the cute and cuddly caricatures that we’re brought up 
with simply wouldn’t last an hour in the real world.

The Raw Reality
stalk in under the cover of darkness a couple of times 
but, not wanting to be on the receiving end of mum’s 
powerful kick, they quickly darted away at the slightest 
bit of movement from her. She was the embodiment of 
a brave mother, defending her child in nothing but the 
most hopeless of situations. Time was running out, the 
baby getting ever weaker and she herself was running 
the risk of exhausting herself too much, having not slept, 
drank and barely eaten for days. 

At first light the following morning we headed back to 
the scene, with unclear expectations. As we turned onto 
the long stretch, we quickly clocked a total of 13 hyenas, 
pushing themselves closer and closer to the exhausted 
pair. At this moment, mum gave up. She walked away 
with an exhausted slump and the hyenas dove in. They 
dragged the crying calf out into more of an open area 
as all 13 began to tuck in, ripping and tearing apart the 

Article by Samuel Cox & photos by Samuel Cox & Stefanie Hinnenkamp 



Identifying birds by looking at the ground just seems odd. However, it can be, and is, extremely rewarding. Bird tracks 
can tell you a story of what has happened and, with some skill, what will happen. A good track and sign narrator 
can keep you enthralled for hours on a walk, without seeing a single animal. There is no need to get stiff necks from 

looking up all the time, consider getting dirty trackers knees… 

In the Klaserie Chronicle of September 2017 I explained six different birds’ tracks and the basics of how to identify 
them.  I know all of you are by now well practiced in identifying these tracks, and with this knowledge we can step 

forward and learn some new tracks. To recap we looked at the tracks of the Blacksmith Lapwing, 
Guineafowl, Hamerkop, Hornbills (not Southern Ground), Dove and Pel’s Fishing-Owl. 

In this article we will be looking at the Meve’s Starling, Egyptian Goose, Water Thick-knee, Burchell’s 
Coucal and Southern Ground Hornbill. When the dawn chorus has subsided, and the birds start 
going quiet look down and continue birding by identifying their tracks. 
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Look down for birds 

Meve’s Starling
This is a relatively large bird, the track 

being about 5,5cm from back toe to front 
toe. You will need more evidence to be able to 

identify this track with any certainty. It is a passerine 
that walks rather than hops, and has a large stride 
length as it is not showing any other feet either 
close by or next to the track in picture. Other “blue” 
Starling tracks are going to be very similar to this, 
just a centimeter or so smaller.

Egyptian Goose
Here we see three toes forward (on the 

left of the photo) and the back toe show-
ing as a deep dot, slightly offset and on the same 
angle as the front outside toe. The outside two 
toes are curved inwards, like they are being pulled 
that way, a flattening of the mud between the toes 
show a webbing of the toes which tells us this is 
an Egyptian Goose. The back toe is present as 
the Egyptian Goose roosts and nests in trees and 
needs the back toe to hold onto branches.  This is 
a very common track almost anywhere there is a 
pool of water.

Water Thick-knee
The large track with the curved and 

webbed toes is an Egyptian Goose.  

The smaller track has three prominent toes all 
pointing forwards. The toes are thick and there is 
no back toe, this tells us that this is a terrestrial 
bird. The one outside toe is shorter and closer to 
the middle toe than the other which is consistent 
with Thick-knee tracks and being in the mud, we 
can deduce that it is a Water Thick-knee. The Water 
Thick-knee track is smaller than the Spotted Thick-
knee by a centimeter and a bit, so one must be 
careful when deducing.

Burchell’s Coucal
This is a very distinct, large track which 

is very similar to an owl track but shows 
an X rather than the typical K of the owl. 

Interestingly, the different species of Coucal all have 
a very distinct X-track which only differs in size. You 
can say X marks the spot where a Coucal was stand-
ing. The bigger the track, the bigger species, so this 
will probably be of one of the bigger Coucal species. 
In this area we only have the one species which 
helps in narrowing it to the Burchell’s Coucal. 

Southern Ground Hornbill
This is a large bird track, as you can 

see by the Parker pen, but also a very 
distinctive track, making it unmistakable. It 

has three sausage-like front toes, with a large gap of 
1cm between them and a large squat back toe. The 
distance between the front and back toes is around 
10cm with no proximal pad markings. If you think of 
the bird being big and heavy, and spending 99% of 
its foraging time walking around it would only make 
sense to have broad strong toes and feet.

Article by Bruce Lawson & photos by Bruce Lawson & Jacques de Villiers
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On Mandela Day this year, Klaserie Drift Safari 
camps, together with the rest of South Africa 
and people the world over, celebrated 100 years 

of everything Nelson Mandela stood for. Most fondly 
remembered for his approach to action against alleviating 
poverty and providing quality education for children, we 
decided to pay it forward this year by challenging our 
neighbouring lodges to join hands and pay it forward. 

Eco Children CEO, Corné Havenga happily provided a 
list of items that the organisation could benefit from. 
We took the initiative by pledging 100 Santa Shoeboxes, 
challenging the other camps to follow suit and make an 
impact. The initiative was well received and moments 
after the email went out our first pledge came in. Camp 
George had matched us with another 100 boxes! So 
many happy little faces danced around my mind, I 
was certain we could do it. As the email circulated, the 
momentum grew and lodge after lodge offered to donate 
items on the list. Books for new libraries, sanitary pads 
for girls missing school, blankets for winter – magic was 
unfolding in front of our eyes. 

Not only were we promoting a good initiative to uplift 
our community but we were working as a team to 
generate awareness for our reserve and for our home-
grown charity. A short piece was published on Africa 
Geographic’s blog and not long after a supplier pledged 
sanitary pads to the cause.

All in all, the day was a massive success and the 
community support was nothing less than amazing! A big 
thank you to everyone for their generous support of this 
initiative and also to Corné and the Eco Children team for 
all the (often unnoticed) effort that goes into making every 
day a better day for our future little leaders.

The Santa Shoebox Project collects and distributes gifts at Christmas  
time to underprivi leged children throughout South Africa and Namibia.  

We’re aiming to have reached one mill ion children by 2019! 

ONE million
happy hearts 

Help Us march to

JOG Trust IT2671/2009 |PBO-930031301 | NPO 102-098 | Section 18A www.santashoebox.org.za

Mandela Day, 
18 July 2018

 Article by Talitha Jansen & photo by Sabrina Chielens

Lodges pay it forward  

It is in your hands to  
create a better world  
for all who live in it.  
~ Nelson Mandela“

• Klaserie Drift Safari Camp – 100 Santa 
Shoeboxes

• Camp George – 100 Santa Shoeboxes

• Sun Destinations – 100 Santa Shoeboxes

• Ivory Wilderness Trails & Safaris -  100  
Library books and  100 Blankets

• Makumu -100 Library books

• Baobab Ridge -  Library Books and Sanitary 
towels

• Gomo Gomo Game lodge – Library Books, 
school uniforms and Santa Shoeboxes

• Xanetseni – Sanitary towels

• Senalala – 100 Blankets

• Klaserie Sands – Santa Shoeboxes

• Klaserie Camps – Sanitary towels

Pledges made



Part of the Eco Children mandate is to establish 
libraries at the organisation’s adopted schools in 
order to improve literacy at the schools. 

In the past three years, Eco Children have established 
four libraries at our schools, Seganyane Primary, Mahlathi 
Primary, Hloaia Primary and Makwetše Primary. And, 
according to Eco Children CEO, Corné Havenga, the 
organisation is planning on establishing another two 
in the coming year at Mphaku Primary and Mapalane 
Primary.

Together with building the libraries, Eco Children has 
established literacy programmes at the schools and 
facilitators help teachers and learners at the school 
gain as much advantage from them as possible. “We 
have put in a lot of effort to make sure the libraries are 
used regularly and learners benefit from these facilities. 
Subsequently, we have seen a great improvement in 
literacy among learners at our adopted schools and these 
libraries have really proved their value time and again,” 
Havenga said. 

However, Havenga says they are still in need of age-
appropriate books for all the libraries, especially 
with plans of building another two. “We 
have received numerous donations from 
generous benefactors and would like 
to thank each and every one of them. 
If anyone would like to donate to this 
project they can get in touch with us and 
we can supply more information on the 
kinds of books we need and the best way to 
get them to Hoedspruit,” she concluded.
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The air was heavy with anticipation as our afternoon 
game drive set off along the Klaserie River. Blessed 
with being born and raised in the Manyeleti, I had 

the privilege of spending my youth in the surrounding 
reserves including the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve, 
and particularly the Northumberland property where 
my mentorship as a young ranger took place under the 
incredible guidance of Bruce and Judy Meeser, pioneers 
and legends in the safari industry. 

As a freelance ranger I now have the opportunity to work 
where I once played. Or did I ever stop playing? Recently 
we were mobile from Angela’s Safari Camp at Klaserie 
Drift. We slowly meandered our way down from the 
ridgeline, and spent some time amongst a breeding herd 
of elephant, peacefully feeding in the river crossing. My 
plan was to work my way west, but a gut feeling (known 
among bush folk and rangers alike) steered us east, along 
the river bank. Upon crossing a drainage line, we stopped 
for a large herd of buffalo moving slowly out of the river. 

Suddenly, an old buffalo bull snorted and charged 
forward into a raisin bush thicket. Following his 
movement, we were elated to see a beautiful female 
leopard gracefully exit the thicket, seemingly unfazed by 
the grumpy old buffalo. 

I immediately recognised her as a relaxed female that was 
recently spotted in the area with two cubs. The cubs had 
not been seen in over a week, and we were all anxious 
as to their wellbeing. Slowly following her up the road 
we spent some incredible moments with her before she 
slowly disappeared into a rocky outcrop.

The sighting had been truly special and we enjoyed our 
last view of her striking tail before she melted away. 
After waiting some time to allow the sighting to sink 
in I reached to turn the Land Cruiser’s key but was 
interrupted by a faint call. The call of a leopardess to her 
cub!

With a rapid heartbeat we listened further, doubting 
what I had heard. Yet again, the beautiful and warm call 
was issued, a sound that few have been privileged to 
experience. 

Slowly manoeuvring the vehicle around the rocky outcrop, 
we were greeted with a breathtaking scene. A tiny leopard 
cub played with its mother’s tail while mom groomed her 
little one. The beautiful interaction and bonding displayed 
that afternoon between mother and cub is a memory 
never to be forgotten. 

Later that evening as we lay on our backs in the river 
bed, gazing at the magnificent artwork of the African sky, 
we each reminisced in our mind’s eye: We were gifted 
the opportunity to experience Mother Nature in all her 
beauty that day. 

SCHOOL FOR THE PLANET

Queen of the bushveldBooks Wanted

To donate, please contact Corné Havenga 
on corne@ecochildren.co.za.

Article & photos by David Hancock

Photos by Sabrina Chielens

David Hancock is a freelance guide and can be 
reached at davidhancock.int@gmail.com.
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Our evening game drive was proceeding with 
the usual cold beer and idle banter, when we 
came across a lone male hyena lying under a 

tree. Nothing special in that, and in fact we were making 
ready to drive off when the hyena, one of the biggest the 
regulars had ever seen in the park, got up suddenly and 
made a charge for a bush right next to the vehicle. 

That’s when we realised the bush was hiding a year-old 
male leopard and its impala kill. Finding itself thoroughly 
out of its weight class and with a few indignant adolescent 
hisses, the youngster was pushed off the carcass and 
forced to retreat and watch as the scavenger settled in to 
eat his fill. 

For many, that alone would have ranked as an amazing 
night’s viewing. But the bush wasn’t done quite yet, as 
out of the darkness came a sizeable fully-grown male 
leopard, obviously in search of a quick and easy dinner, 
which resulted in a chaotic tussle. Soon, however, the 
large male and the hyena seemed to have found common 
ground, each eating from different ends of the kill, and 
occasionally engaging in a brutal tug-of-war. 

After a minute or so of relative calm, the big cat decided 
he’d had enough of being diplomatic and with a lightning-
fast swipe of his paw across the hyena’s muzzle, was soon 
dragging the impala off and up a nearby dead tree. 

The large male then set to his meal in peace for some 
minutes, before the youngster made the somewhat bold 
move of attempting to reclaim the antelope. Climbing the 
same tree, he perched on an opposite branch, causing 

Dover delivers: 
Four predators, 
one kill

the elder leopard to snarl at him in irritation 
between bites.  

That’s when someone said “LION!”. Surely not. 
But there he was, a young male – one of two we 
had spotted in the area earlier in the day. Not 
bothering with the kill, he set about chasing off 
the young leopard, who by now had given up on 
the dinner deadlock and was skulking around 
the base of the tree. 

After another half an hour, the scene had 
calmed down and we drove back to camp in a 
semi-silence, sometimes punctuated with an 
incredulous comment from one of our number. 
None of us could quite believe the luck we’d just 
had. Another night, another road, and we would 
have missed everything. But the pure random 
luck is one of the things we love most about 
visiting Klaserie. And why we keep coming back 
for more. 

Article by James Armstrong & photos by Richard White, 
James Armstrong & Bruce Gorton
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Winter is not your typical baby season here in 
South Africa. The lack of rain takes its toll on the 
vegetation and the once plentiful waterholes 

are long dried up: parched and barren of life. Then again, 
in nature one animal’s loss is another’s gain. The ever-
opportunistic predators are finding game easy pickings. 
Now is the perfect time to be raising the little carnivores 
of tomorrow. 

Knowing their preferred meal of impala is particularly 
weakened after several months of high intensity rutting, 
wild dogs always choose to den at this time of year. 
Having selected the perfect termite mound just a few 
kilometres from my lodge, I sometimes have to pinch 
myself that I get to watch these tiny puppies grow up 
on my doorstep. They first emerged from the den just 
a month ago as tiny black balls of fluff and have already 
doubled in size. If I time my arrival at the den just right, 

Pups and cubs 
thriveArticle & photos by Emily Whiting

The banded mongoose Mungos mungo is a delightful 
little carnivore that occurs in the Klaserie Private 
Nature Reserve (KPNR) in wooded savannah habitat. 

They prefer some cover in their home ground as they are 
preyed on by eagles and other large raptors. They live in 
groups of about 12 individuals but often larger groups, up 
to as many as 30.  It is easy to recognise them as they are 
small and have arched backs with dark stripes.

Banded mongoose are highly social and stay together 
in groups. There are usually a number of breeding pairs 
in each group. They breed simultaneously at any time of 
the year and the babies suckle from various females, not 
just their own mothers. The whole party takes care of 
the young and once they are weaned and can follow the 
group on foraging excursions, males in the party take care 
of them and guard them against predation.

It is fascinating to watch a group of banded mongoose 
feeding. This is done in daylight and at night they shelter 
in hollow termite mounds or other forms of cover.  They 
stay together when feeding and each one finds its own 
food, consisting of insects, spiders, millipedes and the 
like. They also eat fruit on occasions and seldom drink 
water. As they move about digging and scratching in their 
search for food they keep in touch with one another by a 
constant chatter, and 
individuals stand up on 
their hind legs every 
now and again to check 
that there is no danger 
ahead. 

Once I was on foot 
alone in the bush 
and I heard a party 
of banded mongoose 
chattering away 
nearby and moving in 
my direction in their 
search for food. I stood 
absolutely still and 
they moved right up to 
me. One was actually 
scratching under my 
boot when it glanced 

Banded Mongoose: 
A delightful carnivore
Article by Peter Lawson & photos by Duncan McKenzie

up and saw me. It let out a shrill shriek and the rest of 
the party immediately became silent, with a few standing 
up and looking in my direction. I noticed that they had 
surrounded the youngsters in the group for protection. 
Then, as one unit, they rapidly scattered out of sight. 
What a wonderful experience. Who needs the Big Five 
when the little chaps have so much to offer?

the dogs arrive home after the hunt and the pups, 
hopping in the long grass with excitement, will come to 
greet them and receive their regurgitated breakfast. It’s 
one of my favourite things to see, no matter how many 
times I’ve been there.

However, it’s not just the puppies that are booming 
around here. Our resident pride of lions, the River Pride, 
has welcomed the arrival of three tiny cubs in the last 
few months. First spotted on a buffalo kill in June, this 
ridiculously cute trio have captured the hearts of every 
guide and guest in the area. With such a strong pride to 
look up to, the cubs have a bright future ahead of them.

Lastly, there is Manzi the leopardess and her two tiny 
bundles of joy. Stashed in a rocky den by the river for 
their first few weeks of life, we were lucky to spot them 
sunbathing in the last light of the day. Since then, the 
cubs have started popping up in different locations near 
the river, including an incredible sighting of Manzi playing 
with her cubs on a huge boulder a couple of weeks ago. 
A formidable hunter, this leopardess has been known to 
have two separate kills stashed at one time. Clearly, she 
is proving a highly competent mother to these fortunate 
cubs.

This is my first winter working as a guide in the Klaserie 
Private Nature Reserve and I certainly have not been 
disappointed. The grass may be yellow and dry, the 
branches bare and the river slowing to a tiny trickle, but 
the Klaserie is still booming with life. I can’t wait to watch 
all of these new arrivals grow and develop their own 
personalities and territories. What an adventure!



Bruce McDonald, a local pilot was recently 
honoured as a supporter of rhino 
conservation at the 2018 Rhino Conservation 

Awards. Bruce works full time for the Southern 
African Wildlife College where he flies a Savannah 
light aircraft and performs anti-poaching patrol 
flights on a daily basis, covering the central Kruger 
National Park (KNP) and the Associated Private 
Nature Reserves (APNR) bordering the Kruger.  

The awards took place in Johannesburg at the end 
of August and was attended by representatives 
from the embassies of Canada, France, Malawi, 
Taiwan, the United Kingdom, and the Department 
of Environmental Affairs.

Bruce was honoured, thanks to his tireless efforts 
when it comes to his anti-poaching patrols, 
data collection and reaction flights, responding 
to contacts and incursions where his aerial 
surveillance assists field rangers in locating 
poaching suspects. In local conservation circles, 
Bruce is known to be always available and his 
commitment has played a big part in the fight 
against rhino poaching.

The Rhino Conservation Awards has been a 
tradition in South Africa since its inception in 2011 
and hundreds of nominations are received each 
year. Founder of the Rhino Conservation Awards, 
Dr Larry Hansen said: “The Rhino Conservation 
Awards has generated interest across Africa 
as these prestigious awards recognise both 
the tenacity of those on the ground, and the 
innovations and new approaches employed 
by those involved in significant aspects of this 
struggle.” 

Other heroes who were recognised include field 
rangers, conservation practitioners, and SANParks 
Environmental Crime Investigators. We would like 
to extend our congratulations to Bruce for this 
achievement and thank him for his commitment to 
rhino conservation.

galore! 
After months of preparations, the third annual 

Klaserie Mastulela Biltong Festival took place     
 in August of this year and a new champion was 

crowned. It was an immense success and, very 
importantly, a great social occasion.  

The Friday before the festival, the preparations were 
completed, and we were eagerly anticipating the start 
of the event. As Saturday dawned we were met with a 
howling, icy wind. The wind was so strong that we could 
not keep the gas burners of the impala spit braai alight. 
After some rapid brain storming we decided to move the 
spit braai into the garage area. Soon the vehicles had 
been moved and we were mostly sheltered from the 
ghastly wind. 

At this stage, we were nervously wondering what kind 
of a turnout we could expect. Despite our doubts, we 
soldiered on with the planned events. Our celebrity chef 
was Gareth Daniell, better known as BraaiBoy. BraaiBoy 
and Willem tended to the impala, delivering many 
injections and bastings of their secret ingredients. Guests 
began to arrive, and it wasn’t long before we had built up 
a decent crowd. The excitement and anticipation soon 
built a happy atmosphere and the coffee machine was 
well utilised for a welcoming warm drink.

We were ably assisted by Janette Pretorius and Demi 
Arrah who placed all the entrants’ biltong into specially 
marked bowls. Demi had prepared voting cards which 
were handed to the guests at the festival. Everyone 
was then invited to taste all the biltong and choose 
a first, second and third place. After the voting cards 

were handed in, Demi and Janette carefully tallied up 
all the votes. We are pleased to announce the winners: 
Third place went to Sally Rinsma, second place to Neil 
Anderson, and first place to a jubilant Jana Meyer.  The 
floating trophy, which is a painting of the famous elephant 
Mastulela, was presented to Jana.

After the prize-giving ceremony we got busy with our 
supper. I’m glad to say that we had a very good turnout 
and despite the freezing weather we were able to socialise 
with many friends in a beautiful setting.  We all love the 
bush and are happy to have an excuse to socialise and 
meet in the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve.

Willem and I would like to thank everyone who attended 
the function and helped us to make it a success. A big 
thank you to all the members who prepared the delicious 
biltong and a special thank you to our celebrity host 
BraaiBoy.

We hope to see you all at next year’s Biltong Festival.
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TLB to rent.  
Ideal for digging septic tanks, ash pits, pipelines and cable trenches. 
General road maintenance, opening of drains and rebuilding drain humps.  
Slasher also available. 
Contact Martin: martin@rockfig.co.za or 0835563271 

Article by Gijs Rinsma & photos 
by Sabrina Chielens

Biltong 

Local pilot honoured 
at Rhino Conservation Awards
Article by Catharina Robbertze & photo by Sabrina Chielens



It goes without saying that hyenas 
have a bad reputation in the 
wild. This is largely due to their 

unfortunate looks and sheepish gait, 
the misunderstanding of the hyena’s 
role in the bushveld, and their less 
than ethical means of gaining prey.

But hyenas have a crucial role to play 
in the wild. They clean up debris, 
decaying flesh and prevent the 
spread of possible disease. When 
the unmistakeable cries of a flaying 
animal echo through the savannah, 
the hyenas begin to vocalise, and the 
clans eagerly approach the scene of 
a kill. These animals are opportunistic 
and will do what is necessary to find 
food but they’re also accomplished 
hunters, which means they’re highly 
successful carnivores. We see hyena 
hovering around the base of trees 
while leopards dwell high above with 
their kill. They wait in the wings while 
beastly lions gorge on kills. These 

odd-looking animals are experts at 
sourcing food.

It should be noted however, that 
hyenas are more than just successful 
hunters and part of the veld clean-up 
crew. Hyenas have a softer side. The 
entire clan, together with the 
dominant female, help to rear cubs. 
There is always full cooperation from 
clan members, from bringing food 
back to the den for consumption to 
protecting territories from intruders. 

Hyena have a tight-knit community 
but, interestingly enough, groups 
aren’t always made-up of related 
individuals. The structure within clans 
is quite complex, making them one 
of the most fascinating species in the 
wild.

The bitch gives birth to one to three 
cubs on average and her gestation 
period is a meagre four months. Cubs 

are born into a carefully selected 
birthing den, which can be anything 
from a disused termite mound to 
a well-hidden hole they’ve dug in 
the ground. Unfortunately, cubs of 
the same sex often begin fighting, 
sometimes quite violently, and this 
can result in death. These growing 
cubs are born black and develop 
their spots at roughly 3 months of 
age, which would indicate that the 
pictured cubs are in the vicinity of 
that age, if not slightly older. 

Hyena are prevalent in the greater 
Kruger National Park area and can 
be found around most of the Sun 
Destination camps. Finding a den 
with pups is a special skill and Brett 
Horley, a highly-qualified and eager 
guide, knows just where to find 
these little fellas. We’re pretty sure 
you’ll love hyena after seeing these 
amazing pictures!

Article by Carolynne Higgins (Sun Destinations) & photos by Em Gatland

The cute, the bad 
and the ugly
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Bushveld Moments
 “An animal’s eyes have the power to speak a great language.” ~ Martin Buber

Photo by Sally Rinsma, KPNR, Canon EOS 7D Mark II, 400 lens, 1/640 @ f/ 9.0

Photo by Samuel Cox , KPNR, Canon EOS 7D Mark II; 400 lens, 1/2000 @ f/ 5.6

Photo by Warren Howson, KPNR Ivory Wilderness, Canon EOS 5D Mark II; 600 lens, 1/320 @ f/ 7.1
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Another two look-alike birds are the Spotted and Water 
Thick-knees (previously known as dikkops).

The Spotted Thick-knee, like its name, has very spotted 
upperparts including the wings. The Water Thick-knee has 
streaky upperparts and a large grey panel on the wing 
with both a narrow black and white bar above the panel.

Both species are nocturnal birds flying out to their feeding 
grounds as it becomes dark.  The Spotted Thick-knee 
prefers dry, stony grassland and during the day it rests up 
in grassy areas, often crouching down to help blend into 
the vegetation. The Water Thick-knee is found mainly on 
the banks of inland waters, roosting during the day under 
trees or bushes or sometimes in the open, close to water.

Look-alike birds: 
Part 3
Article & photos by Derek Solomon

The correct identification of birds can be problematic, particularly when two or more species look 
fairly similar. In many cases the adults are fairly easy to identify but the juveniles or immatures can 
cause problems. This series takes a look at various common but often confusing or look-alike birds 
that can be found in the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve and surrounding areas.

First up, are two Lapwings (previously knowns as 
plovers): the African Wattled Lapwing vs the White-
crowned Lapwing.

The African Wattled Lapwing has a white forehead and a 
red patch at the base of the yellow wattles (sometimes 
called a red frontal patch). The neck is streaked and the 
breast is grey. The upperparts including the wings are 
brown. The White-crowned Lapwing on the other hand 
has a white central crown and a plain grey neck. The 

bright yellow wattles are much longer than those of the 
Wattled Lapwing and the underparts are white and the 
wings are black and white. 

The African Wattled Lapwing is more commonly found 
in marshy grasslands and around the shores of dams, 
whereas the White-crowned Lapwing favours the 
extensive sandbanks along the major rivers.

White-crowned Lapwing African Wattled Lapwing 

Lapwings 

Thick-knee 

Spotted Thick-knee 

Water Thick-knee
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Over the past few months we have been fortunate 
to witness an array of interactions between one of 
our endangered species, the African wild dog and 

the ever-opportunistic hunter, the spotted hyena. 

With a communal den on the neighbouring property with 
around 10 pups, the wild dog pack have been actively 
hunting daily, having many mouths to feed. The healthy 
wild dog population in the area is believed to be due to 
the high impala numbers and it is fantastic to witness the 
little ones grow and become part of the pack. From our 
experience with the den site we had on Angela’s property 
last year where nine pups were successfully raised, we 
knew we were in for a treat of more regular visits from 
these painted wolves as they would be hunting in and 
around the den site while supporting the pups until old 
enough to relocate them more regularly. 

True to form, they have created quite a stir around Amani 
camp and have cleverly learnt to use the electric fences 
on countless occasions to catch unsuspecting prey. They 
tactically chase impala into the fence and it always ends 
with it being stunned or left unconscious. Often when 
these unexpected events occur, the spotted scavengers 
and painted wolves’ interaction is less than friendly. Some 
light scuffles have been witnessed and, as the hyena is 
deemed to be significantly more aggressive, the outcome 
of its retreat has been surprising.

Oblivious to the many eyes on game drive vehicles, the 
events have showed the spirit of each predator – the 
wild dogs’ sheer numbers outweighing the hyena’s brute 
strength. Some antics have been caught on camera 
with a hyena tucking its tail in as it is being nipped in 
all directions by the dogs defending their meat. Other 
occasions have seen the pack left emptyhanded as the 
hyenas, always hot on their tails, make it to the kill before 
the other pack members arrive and manage to run off 
with major steals, only leaving mere morsels behind. 

Every sighting is amazing to watch as they frolic and fight 
and I am sure they will be around to entertain us for a few 
more weeks to come.

An elephant bull recently spent a number of weeks 
in Ingwelala Camp after breaking through the 
camp’s perimeter fence. He is known to Elephants 

Alive as Draco, with a distinctive tear on his right ear and 
an elongated wart on his left temporal gland.

Although peaceful and gentle, he was damaging a number 
of trees and water pipes in a confined space, and there 
was concern about his close proximity to households and 
families. A helicopter had been brought in twice to try and 
shoo him out, but he refused to budge, so Elephants Alive 
and the Wildlifevets.com team were called in to relocate 
him. 

It was a swift, smooth and successful operation, with the 
full support and assistance of Chris Mayes, Ingwelala 
Conservation Manager, and Bryan Haveman, Umbabat 
warden. The elephant was darted close to a camp road, 
thanks to the skilful flying of helicopter pilot, Jana Meyer 
from Wild Skies Aviation. The Elephants Alive team and 

WildlifeVets quickly moved in and examined the sleeping 
giant. He was gently and carefully hoisted onto a flatbed 
truck as the Elephants Alive team took vital samples and 
measurements.

The truck then slowly drove the elephant out of Ingwelala 
Camp, moving Draco 40kms away. At his final destination, 
a crane carefully lifted him off the flatbed truck and the 
vets brought him round with ease. Draco stood up within 
a few minutes and, with a shake of his head, moved off 
into the extended part of the Associated Private Reserves. 
 
In the meantime, the fence surrounding Ingwelala Camp 
has been repaired and we are all hoping Draco does not 
return. 

A very big thank you to Ingwelala and Umbabat for their 
support, assistance and understanding, and thank you to 
the WildlifeVets team and Wild Skies Aviation.

Elephant Squatter
evicted from Ingwelala Camp Article by Talitha Jansen & photos by Emily Whiting

Hunting in packs
Article by Harriet Nimmo & photos by Harriet Nimmo and Chris Thorpe
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The night sky has always intrigued humankind 
through mythology, cultural rituals, science and 
navigation. We now know that a variety of species 

such as dung beetles, migratory birds and other nocturnal 
animals also use the stars for navigation. Surely there are 
other interactions between animals and the night sky that 
we are yet to observe. For instance, how was the recent 
lunar eclipse and blood moon perceived by the creatures 
of the bush? 

Our perception of the cosmos these days seems 
largely influenced by science and our pursuit to answer 
questions. So, just as with other aspects of nature, 
we are replacing significance with knowledge. Our 
sense of understanding seems to hinge around an 
accumulation of facts and we brush off the history of our 
folklore. However, if a story of the stars was to be told 
these days it would in all likelihood be the famous Greek 
myth involving Orion and Scorpius.

Across eastern and southern Africa the Pleiades (Seven 
Sisters) constellation has been referred to as the Digging 
Stars as their arrival signifies the time to start preparing 
the lands for crop planting. For Xhosa men, the end of 
Ulwaluko (the tradition of initiation into manhood) is 
timed with the appearance of isiLimela (Pleiades) and it is 
custom for Xhosa men to count their years of manhood 
from this date.

The Milky Way itself was described by the Venda, Sotho 
and Setswana as a supernatural footpath across the sky 
along which ancestor spirits walked. The /Xam Bushmen 
say the Milky Way was created by a girl from the past who 
scooped up a handful of ashes from the fire and threw 
them into the sky. This made a glowing pathway for all 
people to see so they can find their way home in the dark. 

It is easy to pass these beliefs off as insignificant in light 
of the facts. The fact that we have measured the speed 
of light (300,000 km per second), that we worked out the 
sun is 150 million kilometres away, that stars are made of 
mostly hydrogen, and the fact that we have engineered 
spacecraft to launch satellites and take people to the 
moon is remarkable. 

But for most people the facts start becoming a little 
too daunting to mean much. Light is travelling around 
the universe at 300,000 km per second so it makes the 
150-million-kilometre journey from the sun to the earth 
in just 8 minutes (the moon is a mere 1.3 seconds away 
from earth for a beam of light). Astronomers refer to 
a light year as the distance light can travel in one year 
(about 9.5 trillion kilometres) and the next closest star 
after our sun is 4.3 light years away from Earth. Our 

galaxy, the Milky Way, measures 100,000 light years 
across and has roughly 200 billion stars in it. Using the 
Hubble Telescope, astronomers have estimated that there 
are at least 100 billion galaxies in the observable universe.

Mind-blowing indeed, but do these facts build reverence 
or just trivial knowledge? Gone are the days where 
Venus (often called the evening star) was referred to as 
Madingeni (the dating star). When boys and girls weren’t 
allowed to date each other in public they would secretly 
meet when Madingeni became visible at dusk. Gone 
are the days of using the Southern Cross to find our 
way. Gone are the days of druids using Stonehenge on 
the summer solstice.

But, if there is one fact that makes a great story to tell, it is 
the fact that you and I are made of star stuff. More about 
that in the next article…
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Stars and their 
stories

We live in a place where we are privileged to see a spectacle of stars every night. Ian Shoebotham 
looks up and tells us more about the stars and the stories behind them in this series of articles.

Article by Ian Shoebotham & 
photos by Richard White



who can’t stand up for themselves. They don’t deserve 
this so, in short, we are there to talk on their behalf. To 
catch the guys who do this and make them pay for what 
they’ve done. Sometimes you get to a scene and there  is 
a young, confused animal running around, whose mother 
has just been killed. Or you open a cow and see that she 
was pregnant. But you have to stay professional and do 
the job.”

Progress 
As most of us know, rhino poaching was rife from 
2013 to 2016. Although numbers are still high, Juan 
says the tide has started to turn since 2017 thanks to 
interdepartmental cooperation. “Many people in the 
province have done good work and this has alleviated 
the pressure slightly,” he says. “There was a time where 
we had an animal poached every two to three days in 
Mpumalanga but we’ve made progress since. We have 
seen a decrease across the country and nationally, the 
stats are looking better.”

He says processes that have been put in place, like the 
detailed investigation of carcasses (something that didn’t 
use to happen), and working in small but effective teams 
have made a big difference. But, he says, even if things 
are going better now, it’s no time to sit back and relax. 
“We’re not going to stop fighting, that’s for sure. The fight 
will go on and we’re ready to fight till the end. I can’t tell 
you where we are going to end up, but I can assure you, 
we will keep fighting.”

It’s good to know someone like Juan is at the forefront 
of the rhino poaching fight and Rowles agrees: “Juan is a 
quiet, reserved and humble man. He is dedicated to his 
profession and always responds positively to a call for 
assistance, even if it’s Christmas day. He forms a vital link 
between the arrest and conviction of the perpetrators 
of some of the most horrendous wildlife crimes. We’re 
privileged to have him as a member of our team.”

endurance and persistence enable him to collect vital 
evidence which is crucial in securing a satisfactory 
conviction in a court of law. All this in unsavoury 
conditions, out in the blazing sun, on days often in excess 
of 40°C,” says Rowles.

Crucial link 
Juan explains his role as being the link between nature 
reserves and the South African Police Service (SAPS): “We 
investigate any conservation crime, so anything to do 
with scarce and endangered species as well as organised 
crime – at the moment, rhino poaching takes up 90 to 95 
percent of our time. Going to crime scenes is part of the 
investigative process. We go to the carcass and conduct 
the investigation according to official forensic techniques 
and methods in order to have our evidence stand in a 
court of law. The police’s forensic unit uses the evidence 
collected by us at the crime scene so it’s essential that 
everything is done according to the book in order to get a 
conviction in court.”

Juan is quick to point out that his entire job is not all 
about investigating rhino poaching crime scenes. He 
explains he is also involved in pro-active enforcement 
such as micro-chipping and DNA work as part of the fight 
against rhino poaching. You will also find him at cases  
involving the smuggling of cycads, pangolins and reptiles.

On the scene 
A poaching scene can be slightly more complicated than 
your usual crime scene though. Juan and his team have 
to deal with everything that nature can throw at them 
such as searing heat, scavengers moving in to feed, 
and sometimes crime scenes can stretch over many 
kilometres. 

“It’s long hours in uncomfortable conditions and many 
times it can be unsafe because we’re in lion and hyena 
territory. You need to make sure your evidence is safe 
as quickly as possible in the field. There is no such 
thing as loading a poached rhino on a truck and doing 
a carcass investigation in an airconditioned lab. You 
have to carry all your equipment to the scene and do 
things as fast as possible to try and stay ahead of the 
natural decomposing processes. You can only stop once 
each and every piece of evidence is in the bag, and you 
can’t be caught by the dark because of predators,” he 
explains. But, he says his small team knows exactly what 
is expected of them and everyone does what is needed to 
get the job done.

Juan says the important thing in investigations such as 
this is to create a story from beginning to end in order to 
put the magistrate on the scene, as a matter of speaking, 
when you’re in court. “Sometimes a scene can stretch 
over many kilometres and we have to be able to tell the 
entire story in as much detail as possible in court. The 
better we can tell the story, the higher our chances are of 
a conviction.”

Juan admits that things can get emotional when you arrive 
on a scene. “You do this job for the innocent animals 
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Going the extra mile
Juan de Beer: Expert investigator 
In this series we feature some incredible people who are driven by dedication and an absolute 
passion for what they do to make a real difference in their chosen field. We salute you.

Article by Catharina Robbertze & photos supplied by Juan de Beer

Juan de Beer is at the forefront of rhino conservation. 
One of the first to arrive and last to leave at most 
crime scenes, he has seen it all up close. Juan is   

       the manager of enforcement at the Mpumalanga 
Tourism and Parks Agency (MTPA) and has been involved 
in conservation law enforcement for 26 years. Since 2002, 
he has been in charge of enforcement at the MTPA and 
before that he was a conservation services district officer 
for the Nelspruit district for 10 years. His experience when 

it comes to law enforcement and investigation is vast and 
indispensable, not only in the fight against rhino poaching 
but also when it comes to the protection of pangolins, 
cycads and any other endangered species in the Lowveld.

According to Colin Rowles, warden of the Klaserie Private 
Nature Reserve (KPNR), Juan’s professional and highly 
respected environmental crime scene investigators are 
the best that the country has to offer. “His investigative 
skills and ability to interpret scenes, coupled with his 
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June was a busy time at Eco Children. While we were 
building an Eco Village at Mapalane Primary School, 
it was also time for the quarterly holiday workshop at 

the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve (KPNR) headquarters.

These workshops now regularly host almost 500 children 
and this time was no different as 487 youngsters 
attended. This winter, we looked at animal home ranges 
and territories. It was a colourful and fun event and the 
sound of laughter filled the Klaserie air as everyone got to 
learn about their favourite animals and where they occur.

Winter workshop fun

Eco Children holiday workshops take place during each 
school holiday for a week. During this time, the children of 
workers who live on the reserve can attend the workshop 
for free to learn about the environment while having a 
fun day out. In the last year, 1,831 children have attended 
these workshops and they keep growing in popularity as 
more and more kids learn about the fun their friends are 
having.

Themes covered in the last year are pollution, recycling, 
how animals behave in the bush, how humans should 
behave in the bush, and now, animal home ranges and 
territories. Each theme is selected in order to teach 
children who attend the principles of conservation and 
ecology and lessons have been created so children won’t 
attend the same lesson in a cycle of 10 years. 

We love seeing new children attend and discover new 
things in the nature that surrounds them as well as 
returning faces that look forward to this day each holiday.

Photos by Sabrina Chielens
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